
Technical set-up

1. Please check your audio and video connection
2. Contact technical support if in need
3. For translation, use https://app.interactio.io 

(code CC2020)

Welcome to the Connective Cities session 3
on “Public Health & Crisis Management” 





Welcome to the “how-to” Workshop 

Decision Making and 

Communication in crises situations



The Team

Sandra Mandl

certified systemic therapist (DGSF) and 

systemic consultant (GST)

Felix Richter

organizational consultant public sector

somatic experience practitioner



What you will learn in this workshop

a) Understanding how FFFM-states affect us

b) Limitations of rational thinking in situations with acute stress 

c) Applying the strategies to describe individual and collective coping behavior

d) Recommendations for effective communication and decision-making



Getting to know each other (using public chat)

1. Where are you from? city, country

2. What challenges are you facing during 

the pandemic?



How to facilitate our communication

1. Turn off your webcam 

2. Mute yourself

3. Feel free to ask anytime via the chat function

4. For translation, please use https://app.interactio.io and the 

code CC2020 – also provided via chat.

https://app.interactio.io/


Workshop part I

Foundation: Human reactions 



Fight / flight response

Aggressive behavior, massive fear



Freeze / collapse response

Lack of response

Silent colleagues and groups, crying



Merging

Coping strategy in stress situations



Social engagement

Human connection and rational decision making is 

possible



The somatic sensations



Stress reactions
and the brain (simplified)

Reaction examples

- Freeze / collaps:  „reptilian“ 
brain

- Fight / flight:  „mammalian“ 
brain

- Social engagement:  neocortex



Reactions in fight / flight mode



Reactions in Freeze / Collapse mode



How the three nervous states play
together and influence us



Q & A

1. Questions of understanding?

2. Which observations have you made
with the described states?



Workshop part II

Recommendations for 
communication & decision making



Different levels of interaction



Recommendation 1: 
Dealing with Fight / Flight / Freeze / Merge (FFFM) reactions 

Based on the model, you will be able to deal more effectively 

with stress reactions and react in a more functional way 









We can „self regulate“ and thus stay connected with the group 

and „in control“ of our reactions. The most effective activities include

1. Deal pro-actively with Fight / Flight / Freeze / Merge (FFFM) reactions

2. Take organizational measures for effective decision making

3. Be aware of groupthink!

4. Ensure self-regulation

Summary of the recommendations



Thank you very much!

- Please think about the evaluation: https://giz-cc.think-modular.net/form/connective-cities-covid-19-event

- Link for informal space for exchange and virtual coffee: https://giz.meet-modular.com/b/dan-dkl-9pd

https://giz-cc.think-modular.net/form/connective-cities-covid-19-event
https://giz.meet-modular.com/b/dan-dkl-9pd



